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Introduction

In severe acoustical environments, e.g. when the noise ex-
hibits nonstationary characteristics, the performance of
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems decreases
remarkably, especially in comparison to humans [1].

Common spectral speech features as the Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) or RelAtive SpectrAl
(RASTA) features [2] show good performance in clean
conditions but strongly deteriorate in presence of noise.
However, Spectro-temporal features gave promising re-
sults in such situations [3]. Unlike standard features,
they are able to detect for instance steady formant tran-
sitions in the spectro-temporal representation. Most of
them use Gabor filters [4], whereas we developed fea-
tures inspired by a hierarchical system for visual ob-
ject recognition [5] . We refer to them as Hierarchical
Spectro-Temporal (HIST) features [6] with their extrac-
tion scheme depicted in Fig. 1. Inspired by findings of
studies conducted on mammals, which showed the rapid
adaptation of the shape of their receptive fields on the
current task [7], we introduce a new adaptive feature
competition in the HIST feature extraction process. In
our approach the features are firstly learned in a noise-
free environment, then they are tested by adapting the
feature competition to the current noise condition. We
propose here not an adaptive preprocessing but an adap-
tive feature extraction. We show that the adaptation of
the feature competition with respect to the noise level
improves the recognition rate.
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Figure 1: Overview of the feature extraction process [6].

Adaptive Feature Competition

The HIST feature extraction consists of two layers af-
ter the preprocessing: In the first layer the local features

q
(1)
l (t, f) are extracted as the absolute of the 2D convolu-
tion of the input spectrogram S with a set of l = 1 . . . n1

receptive fields w
(1)
l . It is followed by a competition

between coequal features using the Winner Take Most
(WTM) algorithm which cancels the response of less ac-
tive neurons at the positions (t, f):
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where M(t, f) = maxl q
(1)
l (t, f) is the maximal value at

position (t, f) over the l neurons and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a
parameter controlling the strength of the competition [5].
In the second layer features resulting from a combination
of local features are extracted, then orthogonalized using
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA).

We have previously shown that the competition of local
features improves the performance of the HIST features
[6]. In these experiments the competition strength was
fixed for all acoustical environments. This made the fea-
ture extraction independent of the acoustical condition.
However, each acoustical environment exhibits its own
characteristics. Consequently, we expect improved per-
formance for the feature extraction by adapting the com-
petition strength γ to the acoustical environment. For
instance, a strong feature competition is expected when
the noise level is high, and vice versa. A straight forward
approach to assess the current acoustical environment is
to estimate the SNR. Based on this estimate the feature
competition can then be set adaptively.

Several methods to estimate the SNR in difficult envi-
ronments have been proposed. One prominent method
is the one proposed by Cohen [8], where the estimated
SNR is used for noise spectrum estimation and speech en-
hancement. We use this method and the corresponding
implementation [9] to estimate the SNR.

Results

For the evaluation we use TIDigits [10], a database
for speaker independent continuous digit recognition.
We corrupted the data with different types of noise
(white, factory and car) from the Noisex database [11]
at SNR levels from −5dB . . . inf (clean signal). The Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) were trained on clean sig-
nals with HTK [12] using whole word HMMs containing
16 states without skip transitions and a mixture of 3
Gaussians with a diagonal covariance matrix per state.
The features were also learned with clean signals and the
speakers in the training set differ from those in the test
set. We use a combination of Hist and Rasta-Plp fea-
tures as we obtained previously good recognition scores
with such a combination [6]. To evaluate the benefits of
the proposed approach, we performed multiple tests.

We found a baseline for our scenario by determining the
fixed competition strength γ, which delivers the best per-
formance. For doing so, we varied γ in the range of
0.6 . . . 0.75. For a given value of γ we learned the fea-
tures, trained the HMMs and performed recognition ex-
periments. Thereby γ = 0.65 gave the best overall perfor-
mance. Hence, we consider γ = 0.65 as the benchmark.
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Figure 2: Word error rates (WER) (a) and relative improve-
ment (b) of the features when the competition strength is
varying. Factory noise was added. The features were learned
with γ = 0.65 and are used as baseline in (b).
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Noise
type

SNRs
-5 0 5 10 15 20

factory
Opt. 1.7 19.8 21.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Adapt. 1.6 19.5 20.5 -2.1 -1.1 0.0

Table 1: Relative improvement in % of the feature perfor-
mance with respect to the features learned and tested with
γ = 0.65 when factory noise at SNR values ranging from
−5 . . . 20 dB we added.

Afterwards, we performed the adaptation of the compe-
tition strength dependent on the acoustical environment.
More precisely, we used γ = 0.65 (benchmark, referred to
as fixed) for learning the features and training the HMMs
and varied γ in small steps during recognition. The re-
sults demonstrate that the feature performance strongly
depends on the competition strength (Fig. 2). On the
one hand, when selecting the optimal γ during recogni-
tion for each acoustical environment one notes a signifi-
cant performance improvement at low SNRs whereas at
good SNRs the performance is comparable to that of the
fixed γ. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (referred to as
optimal).

On the other hand, when looking at Fig. 2 one can see
that two values for γ are sufficient to obtain almost op-
timal performance: 0.65 if SNR > 10 dB and a stronger
competition (γ = 0.69) in the other cases. This facili-
tates the development of an adaptation algorithm. To
adaptively set the competition strength, we therefore use
the estimated SNR of the input signals, which is the av-
erage SNR of all frames containing speech for a given
utterance.

With the estimated SNR we control the feature compe-
tition using a threshold:

γ=

{
0.65 if SNR > 10 dB

0.69 else.
(2)

When using this adaptive process we obtain the results
shown in Fig. 3 (referred to as adaptive). As can be seen
this adaptive γ improves the feature performance con-
siderably especially at low SNRs compared to the fixed
γ setting. The corresponding relative improvements for
each SNR level between −5 and 5 dB are given in Table

1. We see very small performance deteriorations due to
occasional errors in the SNR estimation and subsequent
incorrect setting of the competition factor. Nevertheless,
the overall performance of the adaptive process is close
to the optimal performance.

By investigating empirical feature competition depend-
ing on acoustical environment we determined competi-
tion strengths, which could be set dynamically based on
an estimate of the SNR. The simulations results revealed
that a stronger feature competition at low SNRs pro-
vides performance improvement of about 15% compared
to fixed competition. Similar results could be obtained
using white and car noise.
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Figure 3: Word error rates (a) and relative improvement
(b) of the features using the optimal and adaptive competition
strength for each environment. Factory noise was added. The
results are compared to the fixed benchmark γ = 0.65 and
RASTA-PLP features alone.
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